For reference only
The best thing about being an author is sharing your story. Thank you for reading mine. The very best is hearing how much the story resonated with others.

I hope you enjoy my new books. They are exciting and full of adventure. I've spent a lot of time researching and planning them, so I'm excited to share them with you.

If you have any questions or comments, please feel free to contact me. I'm always happy to hear from my readers.

Best regards,

Patrick D Murphy

Literature Of Nature An International Sourcebook

Any advice for a college student really struggling to get through school because of mental illness? Can anyone provide more details on the essays an

If you're wary of reading it because you do not want all that "her heart fluttered when she investigated the dark pools of his eyes" romance goo, then no worries! Mercy

I def. do wish it and anticipate it!! (ps, and I trust one of the reviewers that it is quite likely that she could have twins approximately because of that fay stick that has been

With apologies, it had been such an Ontario version of the Gamache books with very little of the real "Quebec" inside them at all.

The CBC series was dreadful. I prefer Nathaniel Parker but he was not Gamache. And as Cynthia said, they prettied up another characters and made them cardboardy.

In the Reign of Terror? Hi! I just read Drowning Instinct last month and it's really good. I'm enjoying it. I just thought I'd mention it. I'm trying to decide whether to buy the

It's Eurocentric inevitably, as the Roman empire was Eurocentric.

I def. do wish it and anticipate it! :p: and I trust one of the reviewers that it is quite likely that she could have twins approximately because of that fay stick that has been

I just came across this and I literally thought I had written it! I've never had the opportunity to work with Crown of Madrid and I almost gave on the series completely. He was barely redeemed in the end.

And only because of Yrene. Yrene deserves much more treatment in my suggestion. Very, very interesting.


The series is a real page-turner and I would recommend it to anyone who enjoys a good mystery. The writing is engaging and the plot is well-paced.

After starting to see this, I believed I was a fan of teenagers. Definitely the writing style isn't. But it's in contrast to one of those "historical novels" either. However,

Empire does not change, but our comprehension of it will, as new discoveries in archaeology, science, and history bring to light details and interpretations that

It got me reading her, so perhaps l'd Everlast introduce herself to you? Did you dream of her or did she evolve personalities that present themselves to you in real life? bye:...............

I just thought I'd mention it. I'm trying to decide whether to buy the hardback edition of this book. The deciding factor is if the kindle edition is as
table in an implication, he's also expecting his wife to function as the bread winner. I just came across this and I literally thought I had written it! I've never had the opportuntiy to

It's a book that everyone should read. It's well-written and full of historical details.

I just thought I'd mention it. I'm trying to decide whether to buy the hardback edition of this book. The deciding factor is if the kindle edition is as

The book is set in France during the reign of terror. The author has done an excellent job of capturing the atmosphere of that time.

I have a similar reaction and opted not to see it. Which made me sad as the opening was, while grim, also

With apologies, it had been such an Ontario version of the Gamache books with very little of the real "Quebec" inside them at all.

The series is a real page-turner and I would recommend it to anyone who enjoys a good mystery. The writing is engaging and the plot is well-paced.

After starting to see this, I believed I was a fan of teenagers. Definitely the writing style isn't. But it's in contrast to one of those "historical novels" either. However,

It's a YA novel so it's

With apologies, it had been such an Ontario version of the Gamache books with very little of the real "Quebec" inside them at all.

The series is a real page-turner and I would recommend it to anyone who enjoys a good mystery. The writing is engaging and the plot is well-paced.

After starting to see this, I believed I was a fan of teenagers. Definitely the writing style isn't. But it's in contrast to one of those "historical novels" either. However,